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Ronald Arnett’s Question

What really matters?
Understanding Anthropocene reality (socio-ecological) at 

the planetary scale
Transforming maladaptive exponential human (“Machine 

World”) Impact on the Natural World (“Spaceship 
Earth”)

Acting on Self + Others + Society (SOS!) for species’
and planetary equilibrium, flourishing & well-being
(before & after the collapse of current civilisation)





‘Development’ = maladaptive 
concept of “Homo Deus”

1. Ultimately fatal concept when constructed as 
‘unending exponential growth’ that accelerates 
personal, national and international planetary impact.

2. Results in equilibrium-destroying relationship
between the artificial human-made ‘Machine World’
and the Natural World.

3. This disequilibrium is now manifest as the 
Anthropocene Epoch: Impact of the Machine World 
has overshot the bio-capacity of the Natural World.

4. Several existential threats now arise from overshoot
5. Social & psychological blindness to ‘development 

as growth’ worldview - delusion; denial; distraction.
6. ANTIDOTE? “Development” seen as achievement of 

self-maintaining equilibrium (human-natural world)



Anthropocene Epoch
1950s exponential ‘take off’

‘Homo Deus’
+ 

‘Machine World’
=

Overshot carrying capacity of 
“Spaceship Earth”



A Finite Natural ‘Spaceship’



‘DEVELOPMENT?’

for EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
of Techno- and Memospheres?

OR
for EQUILIBRIUM between “MACHINE 

WORLD” & NATURAL WORLD
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“Cowboy vs. Cosmonaut Thinking”
Natural and Machine World ‘Spheres’
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Anthropocene –
the era of human impact

Great acceleration

1 billion humans

7,6 billion humans

Industrial revolutionAgricultural revolution



Three stages of the 
Anthropocene

1. The Industrial Revolution 1750 à

2. The Great Acceleration 1950 to 2010/2020;
[Eco-semiotician’s role:‘The Great Awakening’
to consequences of ‘Business as Usual’?]

3. The Great Disruption beyond Planetary 
Carrying Capacity (Tipping points, Conflict, 
Collapse, Chaos) OR  ‘The Great Turning’
towards Sustainability?





‘Development’ of human societies

• In the next 14 years 1 billion extra 
humans will be added to the earth’s 
population.

• Every day 228000 more humans are born 
on the planet than die.

• Every minute, 150+ additional people 
require energy, water, food, and space on 
the planet 



The Great Acceleration: 
“Development as Expansion”

• 2.3 billion global population 1940
• 7.6 billion 2017 (> 3x in my 77 yr. lifetime)
• UN Projections: 
• Global: 2050 – 9.7 billion

2100 – 11.2 billion
• Nigeria: 1960 – 45 million

2017 – 190 million (> 4x in 55 years)
2050 - 392 million (> 2x in 33 yrs.)



Crucial calculations for 
understanding the Anthropocene

Exponential doubling rates
• 70 divided by the percentage rate, 
• e.g. Poland’s GDP @ 3% = 23.3 years

Global Footprint
• Global hectares per person or nation
• Carrying capacity (+/-)
• Overshoot day/no. of Earths needed 
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The Anthropocene ‘double bind’
(Fatalistic or realistic?)

EITHER
Keep ‘developing’ and destroy the Earth, our 

offspring and even ourselves
OR

Reverse economic development (growth) & 
exponential human impact BUT face poverty, 
hunger & uncertainty

Existential threats without a ‘development’
answer?



‘Machine World’ Threats

1. Global debt-based financial system instability
2. Increasing inequality in wealth & poverty 
3. Illegal migration & criminal global trafficking
4. Regional ethnic, resource & religious conflicts 
5. Nuclear weapons proliferation
6. Terrorism
7. Urbanization & mega-cities (35>10 million)
8. Cyber-warfare and internet fragility
9. Uncontrolled artificial intelligence (AI)
10. Genetic engineering
11. Egocentric political leaders



Impacts on Natural World

1. Climate disruption & sea level rise
2. Pollution of air, water and land
3. Depletion - fossil energy and minerals
4. Depletion - fisheries, forests, soils, water
5. Biodiversity and ecosystem losses (the 

planet’s 6th Great Extinction.)
6. Global epidemics of disease 
7. ‘Nuclear winter’?



IMPACT = Population x Capital x Technology



The ‘Developed’ Machine World



Enough? Or more, more, more?

Developing consumer society



Development of energy



Tourist Development





‘Development’ of road vehicles

• 1970      250,000,000 
• 1986      500,000,000 (2x in 16 years)
• 2010   1,000,000,000 (2x in 24 years)
• 2016   1,200,000,000
• 2030   2,000,000,000 (est. 2x in 20 yrs.)
• 2050   2,500,000,000 (10x since 1970)

Unintended consequences?



‘Development’ of nuclear 
warheads



‘Development’ of plastics



‘Development’ of Global Debt
$152 Trillion = 225% of GDP
“borrowing from the future”



‘Development’ of Tipping Points
Biophysical thresholds that must not be crossed if 
humanity is to remain in the “safe operating space”
of Holocene-like conditions: 
• climate change – crossed already
• biodiversity loss – crossed already
• nitrogen cycle – crossed already
• land use - next?
• phosphorous cycle - then …
• ocean acidification 
• ozone depletion 
• freshwater use
• chemical & aerosol pollution



Two ‘development’ delusions

• The GREEN DELUSION believes that 
humans can voluntarily downsize & 
simplify and desire less of everything  

• The radical TECHNOFIX DELUSION
believes that technology and human 
ingenuity will prevent catastrophe. 

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20120615-global-tipping-point



Barriers to 
‘Development of equilibrium’

Worldview, ‘story’, existential beliefs (drive 
for ‘expansion’; anthropocentric 
technophilia & hubris)

Leadership (self-serving power & control)
Followership – distraction, delusion & 

denial 
Asymmetrical distribution of wealth & 

power





Frames, narratives, beliefs and 
confirmatory bias

People easily incorporate new facts into their 
existing frames, the ways they see the world; 
their narratives, the stories they tell about 
themselves and the world; and their values, 
their beliefs about right and wrong, and what 
matters to them. And we’re pretty good at 
simply ignoring facts that don’t fit our existing 
frames, narratives, and values. 

Unintended consequences of ‘expansionism’?







‘Development’ of Inequality
World undernourished [UNFAO]

• 2015 – 777 million
• 2016 – 815 million (11% of 7.5 bn)
• 5% increase in one year
• 25% of the undernourished = age 1-5

“Development of suffering”



4 things that can’t be done

1. Grow the economy and control climate
2. Grow the economy by replacing carbon-

based energy with renewable sources
3. Choose to leave carbon under the 

ground
4. Get governments to recognise the 

technological limits to growth before the 
earth’s capacity is exceeded

Hagens, 2017



Dilemma for educators 
When & How to expose “what really matters”:

• THE DOUBLE BIND – lust for wealth & power = self-
destruction & imminent collapse of societies 

• OVERSHOOT due to EXPONENTIAL HUMAN IMPACT

• ECOCIDE promoted by the neo-liberal narrative of 
infinite growth

• IMMINENT CIVILISATIONAL COLLAPSE predicted 
since the 1970s

• ‘TECHNOFIX’ & GREEN DELUSIONS about 
‘solutions’

• PSYCHOLOGICAL DENIAL discounting the trajectory 
of the Anthropocene Epoch into the future



Personal delusion OR 
resilience?

The point is not to be deluded about the Anthropocene, or 
fanatical, or coercive, although we are all clearly part of 
the problem rather than the solution. This may be due to 
our psychological evolution that is maladaptive in the 
face of runaway technology driven by the release of 
millions of years’ store of fossil fuel energy.

We should not become overly pessimistic. We are still 
individually experiencing the miracle of life, and there 
are endless things we can do to make our lives 
rewarding and meaningful, including acting on behalf 
of others and the planet.





Anthropocene Education Priority

• Accept REALITY & COMPLEXITY
• Think in SYSTEMS
• See CONSEQUENCES/CONNECTIONS
• Grasp DOUBLE BIND
• End ANTHROPOCENTRIC HUBRIS
• Nurture ECOPHILIA
• Be HUMBLE 
• Examine own BIAS & DELUSIONS
• Create NEW STORY/WORLDVIEW
• THINK GLOBALLY; ACT LOCALLY 



The Anthropocene Conundrum
(A possible way out?)

• What will be the outcome of billions of 
people trying to match the resource use of 
the richest? How to make resource 
consumption across the world fairer & 
below sustainable environmental limits? 

• Either environmental breakdown
• Or globally coordinated action towards 

global equality. (Lewis & Maslin, 2018) 



Consumerism

• Designed to overcome self-restraint and 
replace it with immediate reward

• Discounting the future for short term 
benefits in the present

• Prosperity without growth a.k.a equilibrium 
for well-being requires profound cultural 
change that is at odds with consumerism 



Stranded assets

• Oil, coal and gas reserves still in the 
ground. 

• Trillions of dollars of assets stranded.
• To reduce CO2 emissions & sustain the 

human habitat, between 60 percent and 
80 percent of those assets must remain 
in the ground.

What will the corporate world do?



Nexus of ‘Development’ Power



France's new Minister of Ecology and Social 
Transition, Earth Overshoot Day 2017.

“The objective is to go from a cowboy economy to 
a cosmonaut economy, from a cowboy economy 
which has no limits to a cosmonaut economy

where, as on a space station, where there is no 
waste, everything is re-used, and we are 

economical, which is, in in the truest sense of the 
word, a circular economy.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRYxpWkcgZ4
&feature=share



SELECTED ACTIONS

• Rockstrom – Global Carbon ‘Moon Shot’
to reduce CO2 emissions to zero by 2050

• Jackson – Prosperity without growth
• Rawson – Doughnut Economics social 

justice within planetary boundaries
• Monbiot – small-scale community-based 

cooperative altruism; restorative economy
• Hagens – Post-carbon localised 

Superorganism









3.
Social & psychological 

barriers: 
ignorance, delusion, denial 

& distraction





Source: 
IPCC



4. 
A future without ignorance, 

distraction, denial or 
delusion?





Greenhouse Gas & Global 
Warming

https://www.co2.earth/2100-projections





• Slides that follow are not 
for use or translation



Psychological barriers

• Thinking ≠ Reality - “species awareness”
• Limited systemic, ‘big-picture’ thinking
• Anthropocentrism – domination>harmony
• Socialised into technophilia/expansionism 

>ecophilia/self-regulated balance – ‘rescue 
tech’

• Self-interest = ‘stranded imagination’ & 
‘Stranded consumer ethics’ - equilibrium 
Individualism/egocentrism – lost community

• Cognitive dissonance & confirmation bias
• Psychic numbing – re: ‘inconvenient truths’



Machine World Systems
• Technological, energy & infrastructure
• Social-demographic-cultural-medical
• Political
• Financial-economic-commercial
• Military

Now globalised but dependent
on the Natural World (Geosphere)



‘Humans are presumed to be addicted to 
consumption, unable to forego gratification, unable 
to endure stress and frustration, require optimism 
and success. They are primarily motivated by self-
interest, do not have a rational understanding of 
time as they are unable to think much beyond the 
immediate future, are capable of relating or 
empathizing at most to a small group of people, and 
predisposed to fight/flight/freeze reactions’. 

Neo-liberal image of humans -“Not 
human beings, but human resources”



• “Is it really denial if the facts are not even 
known?”

• “The safety of humanity becomes 
secondary to group loyalty, subservience 
to authority, association with narcissistic 
leaders”.

• Our survival depends on mature concern 
and responsibility for all people. 

Judith Deutsch 



Resilience Alliance – Ecology & Society











Ant-eater dependence



Fossil fuel dependence
• One reason why we are unwilling to 

change our lifestyle to limit climate change 
is because we do not recognize our 
dependence on the energy-based 
consumer culture we’ve created. Ant-
eaters evolved a specialized nose making 
them totally dependent on eating ants (if 
ants disappear, so do the anteaters). The 
‘ants’ for modern human societies are 
fossil fuel-driven technologies.



Complex adaptive systems; 
panarchy theory





Why we deny
• our uncertainty about uncertainty stops us from 

preparing; 
• we assume climate change will hit hardest elsewhere, 

not everywhere; 
• the smallness (two degrees) and largeness (1.8 trillion 

tons) and abstractness (400 parts per million) of the 
numbers; 

• the discomfort of considering a problem that is very 
difficult, if not impossible, to solve; 

• the altogether incomprehensible scale of that problem, 
which amounts to the prospect of our own annihilation; 

• simple fear. But aversion arising from fear is a form of 
denial, too. 



Connecting existential threats to actions we 
can take individually and collectively

Ecological footprint: 
• Climate change – water usage; travel; 

holidays
• Resource depletion – consumer 

decisions
• Inequality – political & charitable action



Neurological hard-wiring
• Self-restraint and empathy are learned 

behaviours in combating the selfish desire 
for status, novelty & reward 

• The brain’s dopamine reward system can 
be hi-jacked by substance & behavioural 
addiction that give short-term ‘highs’

• Acting on behalf of the community (pro-
social behaviour) is partly hard-wired, 
partly culturally learned



• Monbiot, G (2017) Out of the Wreckage: A 
New Politics for an Age of Crisis Verso. 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/
sep/09/george-monbiot-how-de-we-get-
out-of-this-mess


